VERY IMPORTANT BIKE

WILIER ZERO.7

£5699 › Lightweight Latin master available in numerous builds

Wilier says its
manufacturing
combines stiffness in
key areas with low
frame weight

segues into a lengthened head-tube (a claimed
ITALY’S WILIER-TRIESTINA has
14 per cent torsionally stiffer, of course) and
more than a century of distinguished
blends into the fork in a manner that reduces
bike-making history in its palmares,
aerodynamic drag.
but has garnered all sorts of
Stiffness can translate to an uncomfortable
unexpected publicity in recent months. Wilier
ride, and where Italian competitor Bianchi has
bikes featured in a cycling-themed episode of
its ‘Countervail’ technology, Wilier uses its
ITV’s quirky Midsomer Murders, and a Wilier was
own comfort-increasing SEI – ‘Special Elastic
also chosen by a young Belgian rider for her
Infiltrated’ – film, a viscoelastic film that sits
unauthorised experiment in motorised cyclobetween the layers of carbon and is claimed to
cross. Perhaps more pertinently, Wilier makes
increase the material’s shock resistance and its
some cutting-edge pro-level road bikes such as
ability to bend without breaking, while reducing
this Zero.7, with its sub-800g frame.
the risk of delamination.
In creating the Zero.7, Wilier’s designers
Our Zero.7 is built up with Campagnolo’s
took the integrated cabling (1), integrated fork
Record groupset (2) and Shamal
and improved aerodynamics they
Mille wheels with ceramic bearings
had developed for the company’s
– ‘Ultra Smooth Bearings’, no less
Cento bikes, this time using smaller
SPECIFICATION
– that Campag says are 50 per cent
diameter – and thus lighter – carbon
Weight 6.7kg (L)
smoother than standard bearings.
fibre tubing, which is allowed by
Frame 60-ton
carbon, SEI film
But it’s available in more than 20
the use of a ‘special thermoplastic
Fork HM Carbon
configurations from Wilier’s UK
material’ during the manufacturing
Wheels
distributor ATB Sales, from Shimano
stage. This ‘helps to create a uniform
Campagnolo
Shamal Mille
Ultegra and Mavic Aksium at £3899 to
pressure along the inner carbon
Gears Campagnolo
a Super Record EPS- and Ksyrium SLRwalls of the frame’, which Wilier
Record
equipped model at a spicier £8599.
says combines sufficient stiffness
Brakes
Campagnolo
If you fancy yourself a bit of an artist
in crucial areas with that low frame
Record
– and can bear the three-month lead
weight. This stiffness is reinforced
Finishing kit
time – you could go for Wilier’s nifty
by the oversized BB386Evo bottom
FSA Energy bar
and stem,
custom configurator, which allows you
bracket, a standard that Wilier
Custom Superlogic
developed along with FSA, while
to colour just about every part of the
Carbon seatpost,
frameset independently (3), though
another less obvious design feature
Selle Italia
SLR saddle
we’d recommend doing this sober…
is the lowered down-tube. This
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